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SAMEER HAZARI 
 

‘My heart lies with the study of perspectives, entropy and metamorphosis.  
The plan is to create things that evoke dialogue between the art and viewer’ 

Sameer Hazari, excels in psychedelic genre. He specializes in interactive fine art, colour theory and 

portrait making. His work mostly springs from the space he acquires and the people around him. Also, the 

relation of numbers to colours holds a major space in most of his compositions. That decides the use of 

hues within his frames. He majorly draws portraits and paintings, with musically inspired colours to depict 

patterns and perspectives. Adding to it, many of his paintings or illustrations are themed to cover various 

socio-economic specs of life. And all from psychedelic view point. He derives artistic inspiration from the 

likes of Victor Vasarely, Bridget Riley, Patrick Hughes and Salvador Dali. And explores all sorts of medium 

from charcoal to acrylics to express his thoughts. He makes use of digital medium to promote his art 

progress. To make it reach to the masses in all different formats.  

Born in 1988 in a small town in Jharkhand, Sameer completed schooling as a science student from 

Delhi and moved on to Bangalore to complete his B.Tech in Telecommunication Engineering whilst 

hosting his first solo exhibition at the Renaissance Art Gallery in 2009. Sameer pursued Masters in Fine Art 

from Middlesex University in London and returned to Delhi in 2011. Sameer has been actively blogging 

about his artistic progress, and has collaborated, exhibited and painted live at NH7, Escape Festival and 

Comic Con India to name a few.  

Sameer lives and works from his studio in Delhi. Apart from this, he actively conducts regular art 

lessons and workshops at his Delhi Studio. He also collaborates with fellow artists from musicians to 

writers and various institutions to give lectures on the same. Recently, he successfully crowd-funded and 

art project on Indiegogo. He is also experimenting with three dimensional murals and installations as well.  

Sameer has several successful personal and group exhibitions to his credit, in India and abroad. And 

has earned his own share of laurels and appreciations. From, Interim Show, The Rag Factory, Middlesex 

University, London( 2010), Degree Show, Candid Arts, Ragged, The Rag Factory, London(2011), Dog Day II 

Festival, NH7 Weekender, Amarrass Records Festival, Zorba and Blue Frog, Area79 Festival,(New Delhi)

Escape Retreats Festival, Manesar (2012), to Cafe 79, Music Art event, Live Painting, NSIC Groundsand at 

Jai Bharat Centre, New Delhi, Live Painting @ Phoenix Mall and Ruins of the Renaissance, Bangalore (2013) 

and Pop-up Shop @ DLF Saket Mall, Delhi,Freaks Art Bar, Alicante, Spain (2014), Sameer has proved his 

mettle as an artist.  

In coming months, he will be representing his Studio Startup at Web Summit, Dublin 2014. And is 

planning to exhibit his art work in other countries like Paris, Barcelona et al.  


